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Heavy flavors as probes of QGP

‣ Heavy quarks cannot be produced thermally at RHIC energies but interact with the QGP hot 
medium.


‣ Yields probe the QGP properties — parton energy loss and their mass dependence.


‣ Analogous measurements in p+p provide test of pQCD based cross section predictions and 
baseline.
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‣ Heavy quarks cannot be produced thermally at RHIC energies but interact with the QGP hot 
medium.
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Semi-leptonic decay via single muon channel
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TABLE I. Lifetime c⌧0 of selected D and B states [1].

Particle Lifetime c⌧0

D0 129.9 µm

D+ 311.8 µm

B0 457.2 µm

B+ 491.1 µm

out chips constitute one sensor module, with four sensor
modules in a single ladder. Layers B0 and B1 have 5
and 10 ladders per arm, respectively. Layers B2 and B3,
were constructed using a novel silicon-stripixel technol-
ogy developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Each
4.34 ⇥ 6.46 cm sensor in these layers is segmented into
80µm⇥1000µm stripixels. These are implanted with two
serpentine metal strips defining two readout directions,
X and U , such that the two-dimensional location of hit
positions can be determined. Layers B2 and B3 have 8
and 12 ladders per arm, respectively, with 5(6) sensors
per ladder in B2(B3). Stripixel sensors are read out us-
ing the SVX4 readout chip, developed by a collaboration
between Fermilab and Lawrence Berkeley National Lab-
oratory [23].

III. METHODS

The goal of this analysis is to measure the invariant
yield of heavy-flavor electrons, independently for charm
and bottom decays. This is accomplished by exploiting
the fact that hadrons with bottom content have a longer
lifetime than those with charm, as shown in Table I for B
and D mesons [1]. As will be described in the following
subsection, the provenance of heavy flavor electron tracks
is determined statistically based on the distance of closest
approach in the transverse plane (DCAT ) between the
tracks and the beam center, which is the point relative
to which they are reconstructed,

Thus, the longer lifetime of the B, and its decay kine-
matics, will result in a broader DCAT distribution than
for electrons from the shorter-lived D mesons. How-
ever, the measured electron candidate sample contains
not only heavy flavor electrons, but also abundant back-
ground from a variety of sources (i.e., decays of ⇡0, ⌘, ⇢,
! J/ , K±, K0

s , ⌥ mesons and the Drell-Yan process,
as well as conversions of direct and decay photons), each
with its own characteristic DCAT shape. Once this back-
ground has been determined, the DCAT distribution of
inclusive heavy flavor electrons can be isolated. The indi-
vidual contributions from charm and bottom can then be
obtained through an inversion procedure often referred to
as unfolding [24]. We outline the steps involved in the
analysis as follows:

1. Measure the DCAT distribution of hadrons and

electrons candidate tracks in data, as a function
of track pT .

2. Model the DCAT distributions of nonheavy-flavor
background in the candidate electron sample by
simulating the following electron sources: ⇡0, ⌘,
direct photons, J/ , K0

s , K
±, and hadron contam-

ination.

3. Determine the fraction of electrons attributable to
each of the background sources considered, thus
normalizing the background DCAT distributions
relative to those of electron candidates in data.

4. Separate the contribution of charm and bottom de-
cays to the electron sample using Bayesian infer-
ence techniques. This step is constrained by the
measured electron DCAT distributions, as well as
by the invariant yield of inclusive heavy-flavor elec-
trons, previously published by the PHENIX collab-
oration [25].

This analysis used 110 pb�1 of integrated luminos-
ity collected during the 2015 p+p RHIC running period.
A family of EMCal-RICH triggers were used to maxi-
mize the number of electron tracks available for analysis.
These triggers segment the calorimeter and RICH detec-
tor into a series of tiles, triggering on events in which a
certain energy threshold is exceeded in a calorimeter tile,
and for some triggers requiring that a spatial match can
be found in the RICH.

A. Measuring Track DCAT

Track reconstruction is carried out using the central
arm spectrometers, as detailed in Ref. [8]. Electron can-
didates within 1.5 < pT [GeV/c] < 6.0 are identified by
matching reconstructed tracks with hits in the RICH,
and energy deposits in the EMCal.
Electrons traversing the RICH emit Čerenkov light,

which is amplified by photomultiplier tubes (PMT). A
maximum displacement of 5 cm is allowed between a
track projection and the centroid of the hit PMTs. For
tracks with pT < 5 GeV/c, at least one PMT hit is re-
quired in the RICH, whereas at higher pT at least three
hits are required, given that pions in this kinematic re-
gion begin to radiate in the RICH.
Additionally, the energy E deposited by a track in the

EMCal is required to match its momentum p, since—
unlike hadrons—electrons deposit the majority of their
energy in the calorimeter. This is quantified through the
variable dep = (E/p�µE/p)/�E/p, where µE/p and �E/p

correspond to the mean and width of a Gaussian fit to the
distribution of the energy-momentum ratio E/p around
E/p = 1, respectively. A cut on |dep| < 2 is then used to
select electrons.
Additional cuts involving the EMCal include restrict-

ing the displacement in �z and �� between the track
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• Single muons from semi-leptonic decay of D & B mesons can be reconstructed 
and identified with muon identification detectors. 

• Due to the long lifetime of D & B they leave 
a signature of displaced vertex in the detector.

DCAR = ~LDCA.R̂
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DCAR (DCA along the radial 
projection of tracks) can be 

precisely determined with the  
FVTX+VTX.
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Kinematics acceptance of heavy flavor 
decay products

Lateral viewAjeeta Khatiwada ajeeta@lanl.gov

• 4000 ton 
detector with 
dozen sub-
systems.


• Very high (5-7 
kHz) DAQ rate for 
triggered events.


• MuTr, MuID and 
FVTX makes up 
the muon-arm.


• Pseudo-rapidity 
coverage: 1.2<|η|
<2.2(2.4) for 
south(north) arm.

3 stations of cathode strip chambers for charged particle tracking 
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• 4000 ton 
detector with 
dozen sub-
systems.


• Very high (5-7 
kHz) DAQ rate for 
triggered events.


• MuTr, MuID and 
FVTX makes up 
the muon-arm.


• Pseudo-rapidity 
coverage: 1.2<|η|
<2.2(2.4) for 
south(north) arm.

Alternating layers of plastic proportional tubes for muon 
identification and steel absorbers

Kinematics acceptance of heavy flavor 
decay products
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Kinematics acceptance of heavy flavor 
decay products

!7!7 Lateral view

• 4000 ton 
detector with 
dozen sub-
systems.


• Very high (5-7 
kHz) DAQ rate for 
triggered events.


• MuTr, MuID and 
FVTX makes up 
the muon-arm.


• Pseudo-rapidity 
coverage: 1.2<|η|
<2.2(2.4) for 
south(north) arm.
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Vertex detector for precise tracking and vertex measurement
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TABLE VI. Differential cross section for p + p → bb̄ at
√

s =
200 GeV obtained from Eq. (17) along with the FONLL theoretical
calculation [31,32].

⟨y ⟩ dσbb̄/dy [µb]

− 1.6 0.51 ± 0.16(stat) ± 0.20(sys)
1.6 0.52 ± 0.21(stat) ± 0.21(sys)
|1.6| 0.51 ± 0.13(stat) ± 0.20(sys)
|1.6| (FONLL) 0.26+0.14

− 0.10(theory uncert.)

Cu+Au data sample. The Glauber estimated average number
of collisions in Cu+Au collisions is ⟨Ncoll⟩ = 108 ± 11. The
centrality and pT integrated RCuAu for inclusive J/ψ in
Cu+Au collisions is obtained from the results presented in
Ref. [17]: 0.365 ± 0.019(stat) ± 0.026(syst) in the Au-
going direction and 0.295 ± 0.026(stat) ± 0.021(syst) in the
Cu-going direction with a global uncertainty of 7.1%. The
separated prompt J/ψ and B-meson RCuAu can be extracted
from inclusive J/ψ RCuAu and FB→J/ψ through

R
prompt
CuAu =

1 − F CuAu
B→Jψ

1 − F
pp
B→Jψ

Rincl.
CuAu, RB

CuAu =
F CuAu

B→J/ψ

F
pp
B→Jψ

Rincl.
CuAu,

(19)

where R
prompt
CuAu , RB

CuAu, and Rincl.
CuAu are the nuclear modification

factors for prompt J/ψ , B mesons and inclusive J/ψ ,
respectively.

The average of the results for FB→J/ψ shown in the first
two rows of Table V is used as a p + p reference F

pp
B→Jψ .

The uncertainties in the DCAR resolution in simulation are
correlated between the p + p and Cu+Au analysis and cancel
out in the RCuAu results. The global uncertainty includes
statistical and systematic uncertainties of the p + p reference.
Table VII and Fig. 15 summarizes the B-meson and prompt-
J/ψ nuclear modifications obtained using Eq. (19).

Both nuclear modifications factors from forward and
backward rapidities are consistent with binary scaling of
p + p yields given the large uncertainties. The results are also
consistent with initial-state effects predicted by the EPS09
model [12], shown in Fig. 15, which suggests a modest
enhancement. The EPS09 calculation uses as input x and Q
from gg → bb̄ events generated by PYTHIA8. The same model
underpredicts the large yield enhancements observed for lep-
tons from inclusive heavy flavor, dominated by charm quarks,
at midrapidity and negative rapidity in d + Au collisions
[14,15] at the same energy. Heavy flavor yield enhancement

TABLE VII. Nuclear modification factors of B mesons and
prompt J/ψ obtained from Eq. (19).

RB
CuAu

Au-going 1.37 ± 0.41(stat) ± 0.33(syst) ± 0.47(pp)
Cu+going 1.05 ± 0.31(stat) ± 0.28(syst) ± 0.47(pp)

R
prompt
CuAu

Au-going 0.339 ± 0.021(stat) ± 0.026(syst) ± 0.075(pp)
Cu+going 0.276 ± 0.026(stat) ± 0.023(syst) ± 0.075(pp)
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FIG. 15. Rapidity dependence of B-meson and prompt-J/ψ

meson nuclear modification factors RCuAu along with the initial state
effect estimated from EPS09 [12]. The statistical uncertainties are
shown as bars, and the systematic uncertainties are shown as filled
boxes. The boxes at rapidity=3 are global uncertainties for the prompt
J/ψ and B→J/ψ .

at large-x , which dominates the negative rapidity yield, is also
expected from incoherent multiple scattering of initial gluons
[9].

Binary scaling of momentum-integrated heavy flavor pro-
duction was previously observed in electron yields from charm
quarks by PHENIX [35] and reconstructed D mesons by
STAR [36] in Au + Au collisions at RHIC. The pT integrated
B-meson nuclear modification result obtained in this work,
when combined with these earlier results, indicate there is
binary scaling of B and D mesons separately. Because charm
and bottom number are conserved in heavy ion collisions at√

s
NN

= 200 GeV, the interaction with the QGP medium only
alters the momentum distribution of D mesons and B mesons
causing a relative yield suppression for pT ≫ mQ.

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We report the fraction of B-meson decays in the inclusive
J/ψ yield in p + p and Cu+Au collisions at

√
s

NN
=

200 GeV. The measurement is centrality and pT integrated with
acceptance starting from zero pT B mesons. The bb̄differential
cross section obtained from the measured fractions at rapidity
1.2 < |y | < 2.2 in p + p collisions is consistent with FONLL
theoretical calculation within uncertainties [31,32]. A sys-
tematically larger fraction is observed in Cu + Au collisions
than in p + p collisions, which reflects a smaller nuclear
modification of B mesons in Cu + Au collisions compared to
prompt J/ψ . The nuclear modification factor calculated from
the Cu + Au and p + p fractions, along with the measured
inclusive J/ψ RCuAu, are listed in Table VII and shown
in Fig. 15. The results are consistent with binary scaling
of B-meson yields. No significant difference is observed
between the Cu-going and Au-going direction within the result
uncertainties. However, yield enhancement at negative rapidity
is favored, which is in agreement with cold-nuclear-matter
effects observed for inclusive heavy flavor in d + Au collisions
at the same energy [14,15], an EPS09-based calculation, and
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FIG. 9. (a) Simulated correlated background components, in the
dimuon mass ∈ [2.9,3.5] GeV/c2, after momentum weighting and
vertex uncertainty along with fitted function Eq. (12). Boxes represent
the bin widths and statistical uncertainties in simulation. (b), (c) Pulls
between simulated data points and fitted functions.

which must be convoluted with the detector response function
Eq. (9) extracted from the prompt J/ψ fit to obtain the
measured DCAR distribution:

decay(DCAR) = decaytrue(DCAR) ⊗ det.resp(DCAR). (12)

The dashed line in Fig. 6 shows function Eq. (12) fitted to
the simulated B→J/ψ decays. Function Eq. (12) is also used
to fit the simulated correlated background components cc̄ and
bb̄as seen in Fig. 9. The heavy flavor decay functions used in
the final fit are

decayD(DCAR) = decay(DCAR; −→parD→µ),

decayB(DCAR) = decay(DCAR; −→parB→µ), (13)

decayB→Jψ (DCAR) = decay(DCAR; −→parB→J/ψ→µ),

where −→parD→µ, −→parB→µ, and −→parB→J/ψ→µ are the parameters
in Eq. (11) fitted to the corresponding heavy flavor decay
simulations.

V. FITTING PROCEDURE

The final fitting function used for the real-data muon DCAR
distribution is

fµ(DCAR) = BGuncor(DCAR) + BGcorr(DCAR)

+NJ/ψ

!"
1 −F meas

B→J/ψ

#
decayJ/ψ (DCAR)

+ Fmeas
B→Jψ · decayB→Jψ (DCAR)

$
, (14)

where BGuncorr includes the normalized dimuon combinatorial
(Sec. III A) and FVTX-MuTr mismatch (Sec. III B) back-
grounds. The correlated background BGcorr comprises cc̄ and
bb̄contributions:

BGcorr(DCAR) = Ncorrfcont[(1 −fbb̄)decayD(DCAR)

+ fbb̄decayB(DCAR)],

where Ncorr is the number of muons after subtracting BGuncorr.
The continuum correlated background fcont is defined in
Table II. The muon count from inclusive J/ψ decays is
NJ/ψ = (1 −fcont)Ncorr. The fraction of bb̄contribution in
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FIG. 10. (a), (b) Function Eq. (14) fitted to the p + p data in different rapidity ranges. The combinatorial and FVTX-MuTr mismatch
backgrounds are subtracted from both data and the fitting function for clarity. The band around the total fit curve corresponds to the propagated
fitting uncertainty. The resulting FB→J/ψ is corrected by the relative acceptance and efficiency, and the evaluated uncertainty is only from the
fit. (c), (d) Pulls between data points and fitted functions.
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B->J/ψ in single muon, in 200 GeV p+p and Cu+Au

• Yields in p+p consistent  
with FONLL calculations. 


• Smaller nuclear modification 
of B meson in Cu+Au  
collisions compared to  
prompt J/ψ (disassociation  
in QGP due to Debye color 
screening?).


• Small yield enhancement at backward 
rapidity (in agreement with  
cold-nulcear-matter effects).


• Integrated momentum result 
insufficiently sensitive to energy loss in 
QGP. Need to perform similar analysis 
but as a function of pT to better 
understand energy loss phenomena.

B-MESON PRODUCTION AT FORWARD AND BACKWARD . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 96, 064901 (2017)

 rapidity
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ψ
 J

/
→

B
 F
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0.2 =200 GeVNNs
p+p
Cu+Au
FONLL/CEM

FIG. 13. Fraction FB→J/ψ of B-meson decays in the inclusive
J/ψ sample in p + p and Cu+Au collisions at

√
s

NN
= 200 GeV

versus rapidity along with a theoretical estimation based on fixed-
order plus next-to-leading logs (FONLL) [31,32] for the B→J/ψ

cross section and color-evaporation-model (CEM) [33] for the prompt
J/ψ . The statistical uncertainties are represented by the error bars
and the systematic uncertainties are represented by filled boxes.

p + p collisions based on the uncertainties in the total cc̄ and
bb̄cross section [28,29]. For Cu+Au collisions, fbb̄ ∈ [0,1] is
considered, which accounts for unknown cc̄ and bb̄nuclear
modifications. When applying these variations in the fitting
procedure defined in Eq. (14) the FB→J/ψ standard deviation
is 0.01 in p + p and 0.025 in Cu+Au.

B. Total systematic uncertainties

Table IV summarizes all systematic uncertainty contribu-
tions. The total systematic uncertainty also listed in the table is
obtained by varying the parameters as described in the fitting
function Eq. (14) simultaneously, assuming all variations are
independent, and running several independent fits.

C. Other checks

Other tests such as variations in the DCAR fitting range,
and the use of simulated histograms rather than functions as
fitting input, provided results that are statistically consistent
with the default result. No additional systematic uncertainties
are assigned from these checks.

VII. RESULTS

A. Fraction of B mesons in the J/ψ sample

The acceptance and efficiency corrected B-meson contri-
butions to the J/ψ yields collected in p + p and Cu+Au
data are listed in Table V and plotted in Fig. 13. The detector
acceptance and efficiency of B-meson decays producing a J/ψ
in the muon arm apertures is shown in Fig. 14 as a function of
rapidity and transverse momentum. The estimation is obtained
from the simulation setup described in Sec. IV embedded
in Cu+Au raw data. As can be seen in the right panel, the
measurement presented in this analysis is the first which covers
B mesons starting from zero pT in heavy ion collisions.

The FB→J/ψ obtained in p + p collisions is well described
by a theoretical calculation based on FONLL [31,32] for
the B→J/ψ and color-evaporation-Model (CEM) [33] for
the prompt J/ψ differential cross sections. Uncertainties
in the theoretical calculation come from the bottom quark
mass (4.5–5.0 GeV/c2) and scale uncertainties. The CTEQ6
parton-density function [34] was adopted in both FONLL and
CEM calculations.

B. Differential cross section of bb̄in p+ pcollisions

The corresponding p + p → bb̄differential cross section
can be calculated by

dσbb̄
dy

=
1
2dσJ/ψ/dy × FB→J/ψ

Br(B → J/ψ + X)
, (17)

where dσJ/ψ/dy is obtained from J/ψ measurement by
PHENIX [30]. The branching ratios Br(B → J/ψ + X) and
Br(J/ψ → µ+µ−) are reported in the particle data group [3].
The factor 1

2 accounts for the fact that both bquarks in the
bb̄pair contribute to the FB→J/ψ . The results are shown in
Table VI, where the average rapidity ⟨y ⟩ are obtained from the
detector acceptance of B→J/ψ events generated by PYTHIA8.
Table VI also presents the corresponding FONLL calculation.

C. B-meson nuclear modification

The nuclear modification factor is defined by

RCuAu = (dN/dy )CuAu

⟨Ncoll⟩(dN/dy )pp
, (18)

where dN/dy is the yield in Cu+Au and p + p collisions
and ⟨Ncoll⟩ is the average number of binary collisions in the
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culation (gray) [3], with uncertainties arising from the quark
masses and regularization scales.
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not be rejected. In short, both the unfold and the STAR
bottom fraction measurements are consistent given the
uncertainties.

VI. SUMMARY

We have reported on a new measurement of
the di↵erential-invariant production cross section of
separated-heavy-flavor electrons in p+p collisions atp
s = 200 GeV. The measurement proceeds via an

unfolding analysis where the yield of open-heavy-flavor

hadrons is inferred from the inclusive-heavy-flavor elec-
tron spectrum, and the electron DCAT distribution mea-
sured with the PHENIX silicon-vertex detector. The in-
dividual yields of charm and bottom electrons, as well
as the bottom electron fraction, are found to be con-
sistent with FONLL calculations. This measurement
will provide a precision baseline for future-heavy-flavor-
separation analyses. In particular, forthcoming PHENIX
results using a high-statistics Au+Au dataset promise to
reduce current uncertainties and shed light on the cen-
trality dependence of charm and bottom suppression.
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3. the choice of the regularization parameter strength
↵ in the unfolding procedure; and

4. the choice of prior used in the unfolding.

The uncertainty associated with the normalization of
individual electron background components originates
from the parameterization of the associated primary par-
ticle spectrum. Each spectrum is repeatedly deformed
randomly within the extent of its own statistical and sys-

tematic uncertainties, with a new parameterization being
obtained at every iteration. The RMS value of all param-
eterizations is then taken as the associated systematic un-
certainty. In this manner, a systematic uncertainty will
exist for every background electron source in the cocktail.
Their combined e↵ect on the unfolded result is estimated
by running the unfolding procedure for every combina-
tion of individual background normalizations, raised and
lowered by their associated parameterization uncertainty.
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not be rejected. In short, both the unfold and the STAR
bottom fraction measurements are consistent given the
uncertainties.

VI. SUMMARY

We have reported on a new measurement of
the di↵erential-invariant production cross section of
separated-heavy-flavor electrons in p+p collisions atp
s = 200 GeV. The measurement proceeds via an

unfolding analysis where the yield of open-heavy-flavor

hadrons is inferred from the inclusive-heavy-flavor elec-
tron spectrum, and the electron DCAT distribution mea-
sured with the PHENIX silicon-vertex detector. The in-
dividual yields of charm and bottom electrons, as well
as the bottom electron fraction, are found to be con-
sistent with FONLL calculations. This measurement
will provide a precision baseline for future-heavy-flavor-
separation analyses. In particular, forthcoming PHENIX
results using a high-statistics Au+Au dataset promise to
reduce current uncertainties and shed light on the cen-
trality dependence of charm and bottom suppression.
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↵ in the unfolding procedure; and

4. the choice of prior used in the unfolding.

The uncertainty associated with the normalization of
individual electron background components originates
from the parameterization of the associated primary par-
ticle spectrum. Each spectrum is repeatedly deformed
randomly within the extent of its own statistical and sys-

tematic uncertainties, with a new parameterization being
obtained at every iteration. The RMS value of all param-
eterizations is then taken as the associated systematic un-
certainty. In this manner, a systematic uncertainty will
exist for every background electron source in the cocktail.
Their combined e↵ect on the unfolded result is estimated
by running the unfolding procedure for every combina-
tion of individual background normalizations, raised and
lowered by their associated parameterization uncertainty.
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function modified by a blast-wave calculation given by

f (pT ) = p0

!
1 − (1 − p1)pT

p2

"1/(1−p1)

×
!

1.3
#

2πp2
4G(pT ,p3,p4) + p5

1 + e−pT +3

"
,

(10)

where G(pT ,p3,p4) is a standard Gaussian function, and pi

are the parameters of the fit. The ratio of the data to the
fit is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 16. We find that,
within uncertainties, the unfolded D0 yield agrees with that
measured by STAR over the complementary pT range. The
unfolded yield hints at a different trend than the STAR data
for pT > 5 GeV/c. However, we note that the ⟨pT ⟩ of charm
(bottom) hadrons which contribute electrons in the range 4.0 <
pT [GeV/c] < 5.0 is 7.2 (6.4) GeV/c. This means that the
yields of charm and bottom hadrons have minimal constraint
from the DCAT measurements in the high-pT regions, which
is represented by an increase in the uncertainties.

A. The bottom electron fraction

The fraction of heavy flavor electrons from bottom hadrons
( b→e
b→e+c→e

) is computed by refolding the charm and bottom
hadron yields shown in Fig. 15 to get the invariant yield
of electrons from charm and bottom decays at midrapidity
(|y | < 0.35). Here the electrons from bottom hadron decays
include the cascade decay b → c → e. The resulting bottom
electron fraction is shown as a function of pT in Fig. 17. The
central values integrated over the pT range of each DCAT

distribution are also quoted in Fig. 13. As in the hadron
yields, the band represents the 1σ limits of the point-to-point
correlated (Type B) uncertainties.

Also shown in Fig. 17 is the bottom electron fraction
predictions from FONLL [33] for p + p collisions at

√
s

NN
=

200 GeV. We find a bottom electron fraction which is encom-
passed by the FONLL calculation uncertainties. The shape of
the resulting bottom electron fraction shows a steeper rise in

FIG. 17. The fraction of heavy flavor electrons from bottom
hadron decays as a function of pT from this work and from FONLL

p + p calculations [33].

FIG. 18. Bottom electron fraction as a function of pT compared to
measurements in p + p collisions at

√
s = 200 GeV from PHENIX

[34] and STAR [35]. Also shown are the central values for FONLL

[33] for p + p collisions at
√

s
NN

= 200 GeV.

the region 2.0 < pT [GeV/c] < 4.0 with a possible peak in
the distribution compared to the central FONLL calculation.

The fraction of electrons from bottom decays has been
previously measured in p + p collisions at

√
s

NN
= 200 GeV

by both PHENIX [34] and STAR [35]. These measurements
are made through electron-hadron or electron-D meson
correlations. These are very different analyses than the one
presented here and have their own model dependencies. In
Fig. 18 we compare the bottom electron fraction between our
unfolded Au + Au result and the electron-hadron correlation
measurements in p + p. For pT > 4 GeV/c we find agreement
between Au + Au and p + p within the large uncertainties
on both measurements. This implies that electrons from
bottom hadron decays are similarly suppressed to those from
charm. For reference, included in Fig. 18 is the central FONLL
calculation which, within the large uncertainties, is consistent
with the p + p measurements.

With the additional constraints on the bottom electron
fraction in p + p from the correlation measurements and
the measured nuclear modification of heavy flavor electrons,
we can calculate the nuclear modification of electrons from
charm and bottom hadron decays separately. The nuclear
modifications, Rc→e

AA and Rb→e
AA , for charm and bottom hadron

decays, respectively, are calculated using

Rc→e
AA = (1 − FAuAu)

(1 − Fpp)
RHF

AA, (11)

Rb→e
AA = FAuAu

Fpp

RHF
AA, (12)

where FAuAu and Fpp are the fractions of heavy flavor
electrons from bottom hadron decays in Au + Au and p + p,
respectively, and RHF

AA is the nuclear modification of heavy
flavor electrons (combined charm and bottom). Rather than
combining all measurements for the bottom electron fraction
in p + p, which introduces a further extraction uncertainty,
we have chosen to calculate Rc→e

AA and Rb→e
AA using only the

six STAR electron-hadron Fpp values. When performing the
calculation we determine the full probability distributions
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FIG. 19. (a) The RAA for c → e, b → e and combined heavy
flavor [12] as a function of pe

T . The c → e and b → e RAA are
calculated using Eqs. (11) and (12), where FAuAu uses the unfolded
result determined in this work and Fpp determined from STAR e-h
correlations [35]. (b) The ratio Rb→e

AA /Rc→e
AA as a function of pe

T .

assuming Gaussian uncertainties on FAuAu, Fpp, and RHF
AA.

As when determining the charm and bottom hadron yields,
we take the median of the distribution as the central value
and the 16% and 84% of the distribution as the lower and
upper 1σ uncertainties, respectively. The resulting values are
shown in Fig. 19(a). We find that the electrons from bottom
hadron decays are less suppressed than electrons from charm
hadron decays for 3 < pT GeV/c < 4. To further clarify this
statement, we calculate the ratio of Rb→e

AA /Rc→e
AA , shown in

Fig. 19(b). In this ratio, the uncertainty on RHF
AA cancels. Here

again we calculate the full probability distributions and use
the same procedure as above to determine the central values
and uncertainties. We find that the probability distributions for
Rb→e

AA /Rc→e
AA are highly non-Gaussian, which leads to the large

asymmetric uncertainty band shown in Fig. 19(b). It is clear
from the ratio that b → e is less suppressed than c → e at the
1σ level up to pT ∼4 GeV/c.

V. DISCUSSION

There are a number of theoretical calculations in the
literature for the interaction of charm and bottom quarks
with the QGP. Many of these models have predictions for
the nuclear modification factor RAA for electrons from charm
decays and, separately, RAA for electrons from bottom decays.
For consistency, we have assumed the FONLL [33] yields for

electrons from charm (bottom) decays calculated for p + p
at

√
s

NN
= 200 GeV and then scaled them by the heavy-ion

model results for the RAA of electrons from charm (bottom).
Figure 20(a) compares the bottom electron fraction from

one class of calculations modeling only energy loss of these
heavy quarks in medium. In an early pQCD calculation by
Djordjevic et al. [62], the authors apply the DGLV theory
of radiative energy loss. They find that even for extreme
opacities with gluon rapidity densities up to 3500, the bottom
quark decay electrons dominate at high pT and that limits the
single electron RAA to the range 0.5–0.6 for pT > 5 GeV/c.
Although this result is known to be higher than the PHENIX
measured heavy flavor electron RAA [12], we show the b →
e/(b → e + c → e) predictions for gluon rapidity densities of
1000 and 3500 in Fig. 20(a). However, we do note that the
calculations are for 0%–10% central collisions compared to
the MB data, although the calculations span a factor of 3.5
range in the gluon density. We find that the calculations for
both gluon rapidity densities are in good agreement with our
results for pT < 4 GeV/c, but are slightly above and outside
the uncertainty band on the unfolded result at higher pT .
More recent calculations in the same framework, but with
the inclusion of collisional energy loss [31], result in a heavy
flavor electron high-pT RAA closer to 0.3 and in reasonable
agreement with previous PHENIX published results [12]. This
updated prediction for the bottom electron fraction, also shown
in Fig. 20, gives a similar value to their previous result, but is
only published for pT > 5 GeV/c.

Figure 20(b) compares the bottom electron fraction from a
calculation using a T -matrix approach by van Hees et al. [63].
The authors provided us with different results for 0%–10%
central Au + Au collisions depending on the coupling of the
heavy quark to the medium. The coupling is encapsulated in the
diffusion parameter D, where smaller values yield a stronger
coupling. Shown in Fig. 20(b) are three results corresponding
to three values of the parameter D(2πT ) = 4,6,30. The largest
D value, corresponding to the weakest coupling, yields almost
no deviation from the p + p reference FONLL result, and the
successively stronger coupling pushes the bottom fraction
contribution higher and higher. We find that the calculations
with D(2πT ) = 4,6 are in good agreement with our result
for pT < 4 GeV/c, but begin to diverge where the calculation
stops at 5 GeV/c.

Figure 20(c) compares the bottom electron fraction from
another class of calculations which employ a combination
of Langevin, or transport-type modeling of heavy quarks, in
the bulk QGP with energy-loss mechanisms that dominate at
higher pT . In Ref. [64], Alberico et al. employ a Langevin
calculation where a good match to the PHENIX heavy flavor
electrons is found. It is notable that this calculation has a very
strong suppression of charm decay electrons such that bottom
contributions dominate even at modest pT ! 2 GeV/c. The
calculations are consistent with the data for pT < 4 GeV/c
and overpredict the bottom contribution for higher pT values.

Figure 20(c) also compares the bottom electron fraction
from another variant of the Langevin calculation by Cao
et al., as detailed in Ref. [65]. For this calculation, we
show two results corresponding to two different input values
D(2πT ) = 1.5 and 6. For the lower parameter, again stronger
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•Unfolded b->e yield consistent with past e-
hadron correlation results from PHENIX 
and STAR in p+p in pT>4 GeV (right).


•Higher c->e suppression than b->e at 1𝜎 
up to pT ~ 4 GeV (right).

Expected energy loss in QGP:  
E(u,d) > E(c) > E(b)

Phys. Rev. C 93, 034904 (2016)
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c/b decay in single electron, in 
200 GeV (0-10)% Au+Au
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• Studied centrality dependence in the 200 GeV Au+Au 
data.


• Preliminary results show b->e suppression at large pT 
for 0-10% centrality bins.


• Currently uses STAR’s e-h correlation results for p+p 
baseline. 


• More precise measurement at low pT necessary to 
understand mass/flavor dependence to the energy 
loss. 

Expected energy loss in QGP:  
E(u,d) > E(c) > E(b)
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Summary of past analyses

• Results in p+p collisions are consistent with HF fixed-order-plus-
next-to-leading-log (FONLL) calculations.


• Total number of bottom quarks is unmodified as seen in the non-
prompt J/ψ measured in Cu+Au collisions. 


• Results in Au+Au consistent with quark mass hierarchy expected for 
HF in QGP medium.
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Status of current analysis and future 
plans
• Data alignment, quality cuts, production of embedding simulation and tuning of 

the simulation has been completed. 


• The following tasks are underway for single muon analysis using PHENIX Run 
15 p+p data at 200 GeV: 


• Implementation of new machine learning based technique (Boosted Decision 
Tree classifier) to simultaneously use multiple discriminating variables (along 
with DCAR) for more efficient signal/background classification. 


• Development of fitting procedure using output of the machine learning to 
extract heavy flavor muon decay from prompt hadrons, prompt muons, 
muons from light hadron decays and other sources of background. 


• Unfolding method to map the muon distributions to the parton level 
distributions corresponding to the parent hadron is being developed.
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Backup
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PHENIX
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Silicon-Vertex Detectors

Lateral view

Cross sectional view

• p+p, p/d/3He/Cu+Al/Au, 
and heavy ion collisions.


• Mid rapidity (|η|<0.35) : 
electron id detectors


• Forward rapidity (1.2<|η|
<2.2): muon id detectors
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• The Silicon vertex detector 
(VTX) has 4 layers - 2 
inner pixel layers (14.4 μm 
resolution) and 2 outer 
strips (23 μm resolution)


• |η|<1.2, ɸ=0.8𝜋 in each 
arm coverage

Silicon Vertex Detectors
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Silicon Vertex Detectors
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• The Forward Silicon vertex 
detector (FVTX) has 4 
strip layers each in the 
north and south arms from 
z=20 cm to z=38 cm.


• 1.2<|η|<2.2 and ɸ=2𝜋

• The Silicon vertex detector 
(VTX) has 4 layers - 2 
inner pixel layers (14.4 μm 
resolution) and 2 outer 
strips (23 μm resolution)


• |η|<1.2, ɸ=0.8𝜋 in each 
arm coverage
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c/b decay in single electron, in 200 
GeV p+p
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each photonic source in data is

fphot
i = FP (1� Fcontam)

Ñi

Ñ⇡0 + Ñ⌘ + Ñ�

, (6)

where i is an index referring to a primary particle species
(i.e., ⇡0, ⌘, �); Ñi is the number of electrons from the ith

source that pass the conversion veto cut in the electron
cocktail, and 1 � Fcontam is the purity of the electron
sample from hadron contamination.

In the case of nonphotonic background, it is impossi-
ble to construct a similar expression because the electron
cocktail does not include contributions from heavy-flavor
mesons. Therefore, the nonphotonic background is nor-
malized relative to the simulated ⇡0 electron yield, whose
absolute normalization has been previously determined,
as follows

fnonphot
j = fphot

⇡0

Ñj

Ñ⇡0

, (7)

with j indexing the primary particles giving rise to non-
photonic electrons (i.e., J/ and Ke3).
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FIG. 10. Fraction of the measured candidate electron sample
attributable to various sources of background electrons as a
function of pT .

These factors, shown in Fig. 10, are used to normal-
ize the DCAT distribution of each background electron
source relative to the electron candidate sample. Fig. 11
shows the DCAT distribution of electrons from each
background species within 1.8 < pT [GeV/c] < 2.1, nor-
malized relative to the total number of electron candi-
dates in that pT bin.

In general, the resolution of the DCAT is a consequence
of the width of the beam spot convolved with the track-
pointing resolution. However, the simulations used to

FIG. 11. DCAT distribution of candidate electron tracks
within 1.8 < pT [GeV/c] < 2.1, which pass the conversion veto
cut. Also shown are the absolutely normalized DCAT distri-
butions from each simulated background electron source, as
well as hadron contamination.

TABLE III. Resolution of the DCAT distribution of charged
pion tracks as reconstructed in data and in Monte Carlo
geant3 simulations of the PHENIX detector.

Electron pT Data Resolution MC Resolution

[GeV/c] [µm] [µm]

1.5 < pT < 1.8 134.1 122.1

1.8 < pT < 2.1 131.7 121.0

2.1 < pT < 2.4 130.1 119.9

2.4 < pT < 2.7 128.9 118.9

2.7 < pT < 3.0 127.9 118.5

3.0 < pT < 3.5 126.8 118.2

3.5 < pT < 4.0 126.2 117.9

4.0 < pT < 4.5 125.5 117.6

4.5 < pT < 5.0 125.1 117.2

5.0 < pT < 6.0 124.8 116.9

create the background electron cocktail were run using a
single reference value for the beam spot size, which in re-
ality fluctuates over time during data-taking. Therefore,
it is necessary to correct for the di↵erence in resolution
between simulations and data. This was accomplished
by comparing, as a function of pT , the DCAT resolution
of charged pions in data and simulation, as quoted in Ta-
ble III deriving a pT -dependent factor such that the sim-
ulated DCAT distributions could be broadened to match
the resolution in data. This broadening factor was ap-
plied to electrons from every species in the background
electron cocktail.
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B/D meson

R

e±

L

DCAT = L�R
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TABLE I. Lifetime c⌧0 of selected D and B states [1].

Particle Lifetime c⌧0

D0 129.9 µm

D+ 311.8 µm

B0 457.2 µm

B+ 491.1 µm

out chips constitute one sensor module, with four sensor
modules in a single ladder. Layers B0 and B1 have 5
and 10 ladders per arm, respectively. Layers B2 and B3,
were constructed using a novel silicon-stripixel technol-
ogy developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Each
4.34 ⇥ 6.46 cm sensor in these layers is segmented into
80µm⇥1000µm stripixels. These are implanted with two
serpentine metal strips defining two readout directions,
X and U , such that the two-dimensional location of hit
positions can be determined. Layers B2 and B3 have 8
and 12 ladders per arm, respectively, with 5(6) sensors
per ladder in B2(B3). Stripixel sensors are read out us-
ing the SVX4 readout chip, developed by a collaboration
between Fermilab and Lawrence Berkeley National Lab-
oratory [23].

III. METHODS

The goal of this analysis is to measure the invariant
yield of heavy-flavor electrons, independently for charm
and bottom decays. This is accomplished by exploiting
the fact that hadrons with bottom content have a longer
lifetime than those with charm, as shown in Table I for B
and D mesons [1]. As will be described in the following
subsection, the provenance of heavy flavor electron tracks
is determined statistically based on the distance of closest
approach in the transverse plane (DCAT ) between the
tracks and the beam center, which is the point relative
to which they are reconstructed,

Thus, the longer lifetime of the B, and its decay kine-
matics, will result in a broader DCAT distribution than
for electrons from the shorter-lived D mesons. How-
ever, the measured electron candidate sample contains
not only heavy flavor electrons, but also abundant back-
ground from a variety of sources (i.e., decays of ⇡0, ⌘, ⇢,
! J/ , K±, K0

s , ⌥ mesons and the Drell-Yan process,
as well as conversions of direct and decay photons), each
with its own characteristic DCAT shape. Once this back-
ground has been determined, the DCAT distribution of
inclusive heavy flavor electrons can be isolated. The indi-
vidual contributions from charm and bottom can then be
obtained through an inversion procedure often referred to
as unfolding [24]. We outline the steps involved in the
analysis as follows:

1. Measure the DCAT distribution of hadrons and

electrons candidate tracks in data, as a function
of track pT .

2. Model the DCAT distributions of nonheavy-flavor
background in the candidate electron sample by
simulating the following electron sources: ⇡0, ⌘,
direct photons, J/ , K0

s , K
±, and hadron contam-

ination.

3. Determine the fraction of electrons attributable to
each of the background sources considered, thus
normalizing the background DCAT distributions
relative to those of electron candidates in data.

4. Separate the contribution of charm and bottom de-
cays to the electron sample using Bayesian infer-
ence techniques. This step is constrained by the
measured electron DCAT distributions, as well as
by the invariant yield of inclusive heavy-flavor elec-
trons, previously published by the PHENIX collab-
oration [25].

This analysis used 110 pb�1 of integrated luminos-
ity collected during the 2015 p+p RHIC running period.
A family of EMCal-RICH triggers were used to maxi-
mize the number of electron tracks available for analysis.
These triggers segment the calorimeter and RICH detec-
tor into a series of tiles, triggering on events in which a
certain energy threshold is exceeded in a calorimeter tile,
and for some triggers requiring that a spatial match can
be found in the RICH.

A. Measuring Track DCAT

Track reconstruction is carried out using the central
arm spectrometers, as detailed in Ref. [8]. Electron can-
didates within 1.5 < pT [GeV/c] < 6.0 are identified by
matching reconstructed tracks with hits in the RICH,
and energy deposits in the EMCal.
Electrons traversing the RICH emit Čerenkov light,

which is amplified by photomultiplier tubes (PMT). A
maximum displacement of 5 cm is allowed between a
track projection and the centroid of the hit PMTs. For
tracks with pT < 5 GeV/c, at least one PMT hit is re-
quired in the RICH, whereas at higher pT at least three
hits are required, given that pions in this kinematic re-
gion begin to radiate in the RICH.
Additionally, the energy E deposited by a track in the

EMCal is required to match its momentum p, since—
unlike hadrons—electrons deposit the majority of their
energy in the calorimeter. This is quantified through the
variable dep = (E/p�µE/p)/�E/p, where µE/p and �E/p

correspond to the mean and width of a Gaussian fit to the
distribution of the energy-momentum ratio E/p around
E/p = 1, respectively. A cut on |dep| < 2 is then used to
select electrons.
Additional cuts involving the EMCal include restrict-

ing the displacement in �z and �� between the track
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obtained through an inversion procedure often referred to
as unfolding [24]. We outline the steps involved in the
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1. Measure the DCAT distribution of hadrons and
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of track pT .
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3. Determine the fraction of electrons attributable to
each of the background sources considered, thus
normalizing the background DCAT distributions
relative to those of electron candidates in data.

4. Separate the contribution of charm and bottom de-
cays to the electron sample using Bayesian infer-
ence techniques. This step is constrained by the
measured electron DCAT distributions, as well as
by the invariant yield of inclusive heavy-flavor elec-
trons, previously published by the PHENIX collab-
oration [25].

This analysis used 110 pb�1 of integrated luminos-
ity collected during the 2015 p+p RHIC running period.
A family of EMCal-RICH triggers were used to maxi-
mize the number of electron tracks available for analysis.
These triggers segment the calorimeter and RICH detec-
tor into a series of tiles, triggering on events in which a
certain energy threshold is exceeded in a calorimeter tile,
and for some triggers requiring that a spatial match can
be found in the RICH.

A. Measuring Track DCAT

Track reconstruction is carried out using the central
arm spectrometers, as detailed in Ref. [8]. Electron can-
didates within 1.5 < pT [GeV/c] < 6.0 are identified by
matching reconstructed tracks with hits in the RICH,
and energy deposits in the EMCal.
Electrons traversing the RICH emit Čerenkov light,

which is amplified by photomultiplier tubes (PMT). A
maximum displacement of 5 cm is allowed between a
track projection and the centroid of the hit PMTs. For
tracks with pT < 5 GeV/c, at least one PMT hit is re-
quired in the RICH, whereas at higher pT at least three
hits are required, given that pions in this kinematic re-
gion begin to radiate in the RICH.
Additionally, the energy E deposited by a track in the

EMCal is required to match its momentum p, since—
unlike hadrons—electrons deposit the majority of their
energy in the calorimeter. This is quantified through the
variable dep = (E/p�µE/p)/�E/p, where µE/p and �E/p

correspond to the mean and width of a Gaussian fit to the
distribution of the energy-momentum ratio E/p around
E/p = 1, respectively. A cut on |dep| < 2 is then used to
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Additional cuts involving the EMCal include restrict-
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DCAT is 
proportional to 

decay length and 
is precisely 

measured by the 
VTX.

Methodology: 

•Measure the photonic 
background contribution.


•Determine background 
contributions from photonic, 
non-photonic and hadronic 
contaminations (bottom right).

Large 𝜋0 background in electron 
channel.
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B->J/ψ in single muon, in 200 GeV 
p+p and Cu+Au

• Single muon tracks of μ from J/ψ decay using FVTX 
associated tracks.


• DCAR distribution from semi-leptonic decay of J/ψ to 
muons.


• Large di-muon combinatorics and mismatches between 
MuTr and FVTX are removed using mixed event techniques. 


• Uncorrelated backgrounds (tracks from light hadron 
decays) dominate large DCAR.

DCAR = ~LDCA.R̂

~LDCA

ẑ

B/D meson

FVT µ±

R̂
DCAR (DCA along the 

radial projection of 
tracks) can be precisely 

determined with 
FVTX+VTX.
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FIG. 7. (a), (b), (e), (f) Uncorrelated background contributions to the DCAR distributions from p + p (a), (b) and Cu+Au (e), (f) data. (c),
(d), (g), (h) Background contribution relative to total yield. Bands in the relative contributions correspond to statistical uncertainties.

contributions come from prompt particles, but the relative
background contribution changes at large |DCAR|, where fake
or bad quality tracks and muons from light hadron decays are
more significant.

The DCAR line shape of correlated background contribu-
tions from cc̄ and b b̄ is obtained from simulation and discussed
in Sec. IV B.

IV. SIMULATION

In this section we describe how the DCAR line shape of
each dimuon source in the J/ψ mass region is obtained from
simulation.

A. Detector response of prompt particles

The detector response to prompt decays, such as muons
from prompt J/ψ , is estimated using prompt hadrons (pions,
kaons, and protons) generated by the PYTHIA8 event generator
in MB mode and a GEANT4-based detector simulation package
[26]. Several dead channel configurations are used to account
for run-by-run detector acceptance fluctuations. This proce-
dure was found to be crucial to simulate remaining edge effects
(Sec. III B) and degradation of FVTX-VTX track quality,
which can potentially produce long tails in the measured DCAR
distributions. The simulated GEANT4 signals from all generated
hadrons in a single PYTHIA8 event are embedded in real data
to account for occupancy and accidental hit-track-association
effects in the DCAR measurement. All particles generated by
the detector simulation are shifted by (δx, δy, δz), where each
of the coordinates is a common Gaussian random number
centered at the vertex position measured in the real data event
and with a width determined from the vertex uncertainty of
the real event the simulated particles are embedded in. Event
reconstruction, including the simulated hits and the entire real
data signal in the event, is then performed in the same manner
as with real data.

Additional smearing and offsets are needed in the simulated
DCAR to account for irreducible detector misalignments,
additional smearing of the primary vertex resolution that
is not accounted for in the simulations, and any missing

materials in the simulation that could be a multiple scattering
source between the interaction region and the last FVTX
plane. The measured DCAR resolution depends on (1) the
vertex uncertainty σVTX defined in Eq. (6); (2) a momentum-
independent parameter σa , which represents the sum of the
detector resolution contribution to the DCAR resolution,
additional vertex uncertainty which might not be captured by
σVTX, residual detector misalignments and possible beam line
tilt variations during the run; and (3) a multiple scattering
term σb in the VTX and FVTX material which introduces the
momentum dependence in the resolution:

σDCAR (p,σvtx) =
!

σ 2
vtx + σ 2

a + (σb /p)2. (8)

Particles that stop at the third absorber plane in the MuID
comprise mainly prompt light hadrons and ∼7% contribution
from hadron → µ decays according to PYTHIA8+GEANT4
simulation. This sample provides a relatively clean selection of
prompt particles which can be used to compare DCAR spectra
between simulation and real data. The DCAR distributions
from the measured prompt hadrons are compared to simulated
hadrons, and small smearing corrections are added to the
simulated spectra until they match the real data spectra.

For real data and simulations, the σVTX value is set
according to the event-by-event vertex resolution that is
provided by the vertex finding code. The fit parameters σa

and σb are extracted from the real data distributions, and
the simulated data has additional smearing added until the
distributions produce the same σa and σb fit results. An
additional smearing of 70(110) µm was found to be necessary
in the p + p (Cu+Au) setup. After tuning the simulation, the
DCAR distribution of simulated hadrons stopping in the MuID
is weighted according to the momentum distribution of real
data stopped hadrons.

Figure 8 shows the DCAR distribution of these prompt
hadrons in real data compared to PYTHIA8-generated hadron
events, which have had tuned smearing parameters added.
Figure 8 also shows the final fit parameters σa and σb for
each of the north (positive rapidity) and south (negative
rapidity) arms. Although the material present in the north and
south arms is nominally identical, the momentum-dependent
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contributions come from prompt particles, but the relative
background contribution changes at large |DCAR|, where fake
or bad quality tracks and muons from light hadron decays are
more significant.

The DCAR line shape of correlated background contribu-
tions from cc̄ and b b̄ is obtained from simulation and discussed
in Sec. IV B.

IV. SIMULATION

In this section we describe how the DCAR line shape of
each dimuon source in the J/ψ mass region is obtained from
simulation.

A. Detector response of prompt particles

The detector response to prompt decays, such as muons
from prompt J/ψ , is estimated using prompt hadrons (pions,
kaons, and protons) generated by the PYTHIA8 event generator
in MB mode and a GEANT4-based detector simulation package
[26]. Several dead channel configurations are used to account
for run-by-run detector acceptance fluctuations. This proce-
dure was found to be crucial to simulate remaining edge effects
(Sec. III B) and degradation of FVTX-VTX track quality,
which can potentially produce long tails in the measured DCAR
distributions. The simulated GEANT4 signals from all generated
hadrons in a single PYTHIA8 event are embedded in real data
to account for occupancy and accidental hit-track-association
effects in the DCAR measurement. All particles generated by
the detector simulation are shifted by (δx, δy, δz), where each
of the coordinates is a common Gaussian random number
centered at the vertex position measured in the real data event
and with a width determined from the vertex uncertainty of
the real event the simulated particles are embedded in. Event
reconstruction, including the simulated hits and the entire real
data signal in the event, is then performed in the same manner
as with real data.

Additional smearing and offsets are needed in the simulated
DCAR to account for irreducible detector misalignments,
additional smearing of the primary vertex resolution that
is not accounted for in the simulations, and any missing

materials in the simulation that could be a multiple scattering
source between the interaction region and the last FVTX
plane. The measured DCAR resolution depends on (1) the
vertex uncertainty σVTX defined in Eq. (6); (2) a momentum-
independent parameter σa , which represents the sum of the
detector resolution contribution to the DCAR resolution,
additional vertex uncertainty which might not be captured by
σVTX, residual detector misalignments and possible beam line
tilt variations during the run; and (3) a multiple scattering
term σb in the VTX and FVTX material which introduces the
momentum dependence in the resolution:

σDCAR (p,σvtx) =
!

σ 2
vtx + σ 2

a + (σb /p)2. (8)

Particles that stop at the third absorber plane in the MuID
comprise mainly prompt light hadrons and ∼7% contribution
from hadron → µ decays according to PYTHIA8+GEANT4
simulation. This sample provides a relatively clean selection of
prompt particles which can be used to compare DCAR spectra
between simulation and real data. The DCAR distributions
from the measured prompt hadrons are compared to simulated
hadrons, and small smearing corrections are added to the
simulated spectra until they match the real data spectra.

For real data and simulations, the σVTX value is set
according to the event-by-event vertex resolution that is
provided by the vertex finding code. The fit parameters σa

and σb are extracted from the real data distributions, and
the simulated data has additional smearing added until the
distributions produce the same σa and σb fit results. An
additional smearing of 70(110) µm was found to be necessary
in the p + p (Cu+Au) setup. After tuning the simulation, the
DCAR distribution of simulated hadrons stopping in the MuID
is weighted according to the momentum distribution of real
data stopped hadrons.

Figure 8 shows the DCAR distribution of these prompt
hadrons in real data compared to PYTHIA8-generated hadron
events, which have had tuned smearing parameters added.
Figure 8 also shows the final fit parameters σa and σb for
each of the north (positive rapidity) and south (negative
rapidity) arms. Although the material present in the north and
south arms is nominally identical, the momentum-dependent
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